
Artist:Â Pieter SchoolwerthVenue:Â Friedrich Petzel Gallery, New YorkExhibition Title:Â Shifted SimsDate: September 3 â€“ October 31, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link
available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Friedrich Petzel Gallery, New YorkPress Release:The hidden cost of 21st-century convenience is that you are stalked by a muzzy dread, a feeling that everything you
do inflicts some distant unseen harm. The extraordinary events of 2020 sharpen focus on the disastrous and racialized consequences of this estrangement. In Shifted Sims, his first solo exhibition at Petzel Gallery in New
York, Schoolwerth gives form to the condition of being â€œremoteâ€• and retreating into masksâ€”from the N95 to the quarantine selfie. Whatâ€™s more, he pressures painting to catch up to the surge of online profiles,
identities without bodies, that teem at the surface of this â€œonce-removedâ€• existence.Schoolwerthâ€™s psychoactive tableaus depict CGI avatars let loose in the digital froth: a Baywatch-y beach, a fashion-brand
showroom, a furry orgy. He pulls these scenes from screenshots of The Sims 4, the strategic life-simulation computer game where anything goesâ€”or does it? Trailing every avatar is an estranged silhouetted double,
snapped into existence by the â€œshiftâ€• of Shifted Sims. Each composition has been superimposed, askew, over the photograph of a handmade 3D relief sculpture of the image. What appears is a shadow realm of
vestigial matter, yanked into view on inkjet-printed canvases and parceled in paint.It is a taut braid of formal practice and allegory, one that questions paintingâ€™s viability in the age of the internet. In the 2019
monograph Model as Painting, he delineates how these â€œforces of abstractionâ€• conceal labor and infrastructure under a late-capitalist mirage of frictionless, disembodied connectivity. This schism plunges down to
the scale of the individual, pitting avatar protagonist against human penumbra. Western painting tradition, with its claims to authenticity and representation, is pulled into this Thunderdome of online subject-formation.The
works in Shifted Sims question expressionismâ€™s historical claims to transcendent interiority. Schoolwerth renders the Simsâ€™ faces with striking impasto marks that â€œexpressionize the avatar,â€• humanizing
these subjects through visibly manual, painterly gestures. But these subjective punctures of the digital network may be fleeting. Appearing on the canvas next to perfectly raked furrows of paintâ€”Schoolwerthâ€™s proxy
for repressed physical infrastructureâ€”expressionism becomes one style among many, attenuating its status as exalted painterly communiquÃ©. Youâ€™re left with the dark thought that De Kooningâ€™s Woman would
make a pretty good Snapchat filter.Scrambling to address the malaise of social distance, a startup recently launched voice-controlled avatars for video meetings, a real-time Sim who wears pants so you donâ€™t have to.
Schoolwerthâ€™s paintings of (often pants-less) avatars counter these riptides of isolation, approximating a shared affective experience of the present moment: the monumental, and the berserk.â€”Lucy HunterPieter
Schoolwerth was born in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1970. He lives and works in New York. Since graduating from the California Institute of the Arts in 1994, he has exhibited internationally with notable solo shows at Thread
Waxing Space, Greene Naftali, American Fine Arts Co., and Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York; Gallery SKE, New Delhi, What Pipeline, Detroit, and Capitain Petzel, and Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin. His work has been
included in group exhibitions at The Museum of Modern Art, New York, The Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, Centre Pompidou, Paris, The Aldrich Museum of Contemporary Art, Ridgefield, CT, the Institute of
Contemporary Art, Boston, Sadie Coles, London, and 303 Gallery, Gavin Brownâ€™s enterprise, and Petzel, New York. His work is in the permanent collection of the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, the Museum
of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, The Pinault Collection, the AÃ¯shti Foundation, Beirut, Galerie fÃ¼r ZeitgenÃ¶ssische Kunst, Leipzig, Denver Art Museum, and the Phoenix Art Museum. Curated by Kathleen Rahn,
Schoolwerthâ€™s first survey exhibition will open at the Kunstverein Hannover in November 2020.Model as Painting, a major monograph on his work, with essays by Molly Warnock and David Geers, was published in
2019 (New York: Sequence Press).From 2003 to 2013, Schoolwerth ran Wierd Records and the Wierd Party at Home Sweet Home on the LES of NYC. Wierd released music by 42 bands working in the genres of minimal
electronics, coldwave, and noise, and produced over 500 live music, DJ, and performance art events internationally (www.wierdrecords.com).Link: Pieter Schoolwerth at Friedrich Petzel GalleryThe post Pieter
Schoolwerth at Friedrich Petzel Gallery first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Dalton PaulaVenue:Â Alexander and Bonin, New YorkExhibition Title:Â a kidnapper of soulsDate: September 12 â€“ October 24,
2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Alexander and Bonin, New YorkPress Release:Alexander and Bonin is pleased to
announce the opening of Dalton Paulaâ€™s first solo exhibition in North America on Saturday, September 12.Twenty-four portraits line the gallery. Portrayed on two-part canvases with blue-green backgrounds and
gold-streaked hair, are historic Afro-Brazilian figures who have never been visually depicted during their lifetime or posthumously. As part of his research, Paula visited Quilombo Alto do Santana in Goias, near GoiÃ¢na,
where he works and lives. Quilombos are political organizations and communities of black cultural resistance of African origin that were recreated in Brazil during the 16th to 18th centuries. Paula photographed residents
of the quilombo and used these images as the basis for his portraits, where the subjects are illustrated in period clothes and hairstyles. In doing so, Paula constructs a counter-narrative that differs from the predominant
representations of the black Brazilian population.There is an intimacy and a tenderness to Paulaâ€™s hand, to the way he infuses each canvas with dignity. The paintings themselves recall early 20th century retratos
pintados, in which a formal black-and-white photograph was painted, often with a blue background, and embellished to reflect the desires and fantasies of the subject. There is a parallel absence in many paintings; Paula
leaves their jewelry unpainted and unrepresented, reflecting the ongoing dispossession of the wealth of Black Brazilians and their absence from places of power. The use of two canvases creates a line down the center of
each portrait and evokes a sense of visual discomfort which serves as a metaphor for what the artist experiences during his visits to quilombos: poor black communities enduring a daily struggle for better living
conditions.Dalton Paula was born in 1982 in Brasilia and lives in GoiÃ¢nia. Paulaâ€™s work has been exhibited at the SÃ£o Paulo Biennial (2016); Instituto Tomie Ohtake, SÃ£o Paulo (2017); New Museum Triennial,
New York (2018); the 11th Bienal do Mercosul, Porto Alegre (2018); HistÃ³rias Afro-AtlÃ¢nticas, Museo de Arte de SÃ£o Paulo (MASP) and Instituto Tomie Ohtake, SÃ£o Paulo (2018); and Allied with Power, PÃ©rez Art
Museum Miami, Miami (2020).For Kate, a 1976 installation by Ree Morton along with selected drawings from 1972-1976 are on view in the staircase gallery. These works were included in The Plant that Heals May Also
Poison, a retrospective presented at ICA, Philadelphia, the Frances Young Tang Teaching Museum and Art Gallery, Saratoga Springs, and the ICA, Los Angeles over the past year.Link: Dalton Paula at Alexander and
BoninThe post Dalton Paula at Alexander and Bonin first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.In case you&#8217;d like to spend a while absorbed in the universe of a single artist&#8217;s practice, you might like to
visitÂ Contemporary Art Quarterly, where we publish deep archives of the work of individual artists.This week, we&#8217;re featuring the archive of Josef Strau, where you can find documentation of 68 projects by the
Austrian artist.The post Contemporary Art Quarterly: Josef Strau first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Hannah WeinbergerPresented By: Fitzpatrick GalleryProduced By: The Performance AgencyHosted
By:Â TV Bar, Berlin; Gidree Bawlee Foundation of Arts, Dhaka; 16/16, Lagos; Casa Pani, Mexico City; Honey&#8217;s, New York; LAMYLAND, Paris; Caracol, SÃ£o Paulo; Club All, Shanghai; Pejman Foundation,
Tehran; Fig., Tokyo; Der TANK, Basel; SCHLOSS, Oslo; MAK Center for Art and Architecture, Los AngelesExhibition Title:Â wedidntwanttoleave.liveDate: September 17 â€“ 20, 2020Contributed By: Misako RosenClick
here to view slideshowï»¿Full gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Videos:Videos:ï»¿Hannah Weinberger, wedidntwanttoleave.live at Fig., Tokyo, 2020&nbsp;ï»¿Hannah Weinberger,
wedidntwanttoleave.live at SCHLOSS, Oslo, 2020&nbsp;ï»¿Hannah Weinberger, wedidntwanttoleave.live at LAMYLAND, Paris, 2020&nbsp;Hannah Weinberger, wedidntwanttoleave.live at LAMYLAND, Paris,
2020&nbsp;Hannah Weinberger, wedidntwanttoleave.live at LAMYLAND, Paris, 2020&nbsp;ï»¿Hannah Weinberger, wedidntwanttoleave.live at LAMYLAND, Paris, 2020&nbsp;ï»¿Hannah Weinberger,
wedidntwanttoleave.live at 16/16, Lagos, 2020&nbsp;Hannah Weinberger, wedidntwanttoleave.live at Gidree Bawlee Foundation of Arts, Dhaka, 2020&nbsp;Hannah Weinberger, wedidntwanttoleave.live at Gidree Bawlee
Foundation of Arts, Dhaka, 2020&nbsp;ï»¿Hannah Weinberger, wedidntwanttoleave.live, 2020Images courtesy of Fitzpatrick, Los Angeles/ParisPress Release:wedidntwanttoleave.live is an interactive sound experience
by Basel-based artist Hannah Weinberger, and an exhibition taking place over the course of four days in thirteen host sites around the world.Entering the website, visitors activate an ambient composition through the step
counter sensors on their smartphone devices, each new participant adding layer upon layer to the live collaboration across time zones. The physical spaces si- multaneously host the collective experience, where visitors
access the website through a designated QR-code on site to contribute to the rhythmic pulse.The sonar algorithm only comes alive with the presence of a visitor to the website, otherwise remaining dormant, placing the
viewer in the position of both active performer and passive receiver. Audience participation is accentuated by the installations in each physical site, filming visitors as they move through a seemingly infinite projection, while
the sound grows in volume with the exchange of vibrations and the movement of bodies through space.The project was initially conceived for Weinbergerâ€™s solo exhibition at the Centre dâ€™Art Contemporain in
Geneva in autumn 2019, under the technical direction of Rocket Science. This new adaptation marks the inaugural exhibition of Fitzpatrick Gallery, and is produced by The Performance Agency, a curatorial platform and
production studio that unites artists to create site-specific live experiences. The project is supported by ProHelvetia, Kanton Basel-Stadt, and the Guggenheim Stiftung.Special thanks to all the host sites. Without their
generous support and collaborative spirit, this project could not have been realized.HANNAH WEINBERGER is a Swiss artist born in 1988. She lives and works in Basel and holds a masterâ€™s degree in fine arts from
the University of Fine Arts in Zurich. She has presented solo exhibitions at: Centre dâ€™Art Contemporain, Geneva; Villa Merkel, Esslingen; Kunstverein Braunschweig; Badischer Kunstverein, Karlsruhe; Schinkel
Pavillon, Berlin; Kunstverein Harburger Bahnhof, Hamburg; MIT List Visual Arts Center, Cambridge; Kunsthaus Bregenz; Kunsthalle Freiburg; Swiss Institute, New York; and Kunsthalle Base. Her work has been
presented internationally at such institutions as: Bundeskunsthalle Bonn; Fridericianum, Kassel; Copenhagen Contemporary; Okayama Art Summit; Migros Museum, ZÃ¼rich; Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam ; Institute of
Contemporary Art, Philadelphia; Kunsthal Charlottenborg, Copenhagen; Kunstverein MÃ¼nchen, Munich; Kunsthaus Glarus et. al. She is the recipient of numerous awards and honors in- cluding: Georg und Josi
Guggenheim Prize (2016), Swiss Art Award (2019), and the first Swiss Emerging Artist Prize (2018) of SociÃ©tÃ© GÃ©nÃ©rale Private Banking Switzerland.Link: Hannah Weinberger at FitzpatrickThe post Hannah
Weinberger at Fitzpatrick first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Friederike MayrÃ¶ckerVenue:Â Galerie nÃ¤chst St. Stephan Rosemarie SchwarzwÃ¤lder, Vienna as part of curated by, ViennaExhibition
Title:Â SchutzgeisterDate: September 5 â€“ October 10, 2020
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